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President’s Message
We face interesting issues and challenges. Our Society can play a more constructive and impor-
tant role. I am very interested in your thoughts and invite you to share your thinking by writing a
“Member’s Message” for our Newsletter.

Three of the major challenges are an increasing Applications Orientation, the changing
Employment Landscape and Resource Fragmentation.

Application Orientation – Focus is shifting away from specific technologies (electrostatics, chem-
istry, fluid mechanics, etc.) and towards technical applications (inkjet printing, electronic displays,
pharmaceutical development, etc.). Workers are rewarded for having broad expertise in the many
disciplines needed for technical or commercial success. This trend shifts technical specialists away
from “full members” of the team and towards being consultants. To thrive, technical specialists
must: 1) maintain high technical competence, 2) broaden knowledge of applications, and 3) develop
or strengthen communication and networking skills. How can our Society better enable our
members to thrive?

Employment Landscape – The changes in the employment landscape are accelerating. Lifetime
employment with one company has evolved into a fluid, dynamic,“free market” of jobs with small
and medium size companies. Identifying job opportunities and finding qualified candidates to fill
job openings are difficult challenges. A career counselor mentioned to me that only about 1 in 10
openings are filled using job postings that solicit applicants. Most openings, 9 in 10, are filled via
network contacts before jobs are posted. How can our Society better enable our members to
pursue interesting, rewarding careers?

Resource Fragmentation – Small and medium size companies rarely have all the resources needed
to execute a research or commercialization project. Likewise, universities rarely have all the
resources needed for a research project. Owning a silicon foundry, a super computer, an analytical
lab, an electronics shop or a machine shop may be too costly. Collaboration between companies
and universities to share resources enables progress. How can opportunities to share resources
be developed?

The Electrostatics Society of America offers opportunities to maintain strong expertise in electro-
statics, broaden knowledge of the many applications of our technologies, and communicate with
technical colleagues from across the country and around the world. I invite you to share your
thoughts on how the ESA can help you make the most of these opportunities by writing a short
“Member’s Message” for our Newsletter. Please submit your responses to me at
Kelly.Robinson@SigmaXi.net . I look forward to hearing from you.

Kelly Robinson,
ESA President
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The 2007 ESA meeting will be at Purdue, in central Indiana, June 12-15 this year. Traditionally we have had the meeting
Tuesday night through Friday noon. Unfortunately, many people leave Friday morning, which can make attendance at
the Friday sessions and student awards presentation rather light. It has been proposed to start the meeting Tuesday
noon so that it would end Thursday evening after the banquet and student awards presentation, allowing people to
leave Friday morning. For those of you who plan to attend the meeting this year, which schedule would you prefer?
Email Sheryl Barringer,Technical Chair, at barringer.11@osu.edu with your preference for a W-F or T-R schedule, by
November 15.

Key Survey Question: ESA 2007 - What days do you want the program?
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Radical 'Ballistic Computing' Chip Bounces
Electrons Around Like Billiards
Jonathan Sherwood

Computer designers at the University of Rochester are
going ballistic. Instead of running electrons through a
transistor as if they were a current of water, the ballistic
design bounces individual electrons off deflectors as if
playing a game of atomic billiards.

Though today's transistor design has many years of viabil-
ity left, the amount of heat these transistors generate and
the electrical "leaks" in their ultra-thin barriers have
already begun to limit their speed. Research groups
around the world are investigating strange new designs to
generate ways of computing at speeds unthinkable with
today's chips. Some of these groups are working on simi-
lar single-electron transistors, but these designs still com-
pute by starting and stopping the flow of electrons just
like conventional designs. But the Ballistic Deflection
Transistor adds a new twist by bouncing the electrons
into their chosen trajectories—using inertia to redirect
for "free," instead of wrestling the electrons into place
with brute energy.

The Ballistic Deflection Transistor (BDT) should produce
far less heat and run far faster than standard transistors
because it does not start and stop the flow of its elec-
trons the way conventional designs do. It resembles a
roadway intersection, except in the middle of the inter-
section sits a triangular block. From the "south" an elec-
tron is fired, as it approaches the crossroads, it passes
through an electrical field that pushes the electron slight-
ly east or west.When the electron reaches the middle of
the intersection, it bounces off one side of the triangle
block and is deflected straight along either the east or
west roads. In this way, if the electron current travels
along the east road, it may be counted as a zero, and as a
one if it travels down the west road.

(Excerpted from
http://www.rochester.edu/news/show.php?id=2585)
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�2006 ISEHD, 2006 Int’l. Symp. on EHD, Dec. 4-6,
2006, Buenos Aires,Argentina, website:
http://www.fi.uba.ar/isehd2006/2006

�Electrostatics 2007, 12th Int’l. Conf. on Electrostat.,
IoP, Mar. 25-29, 2007, St. Catherine’s College,
Oxford, UK, Contact: Jasmina Bolfek-Radovani,Tel:
+44 (0)20 7470 4800, jasmina.bolfek-
radovani@iop.org website: http://conferences.iop.org/ELE/

�1st Int’l. Electrostatic Discharge Workshop, May
14-17, 2007, Stanford Sierra Conference Center,
Lake Tahoe, California, Contact: ESD Assoc.,Tel:
315-339-6937, info@esda.org (abstracts due by
Nov. 17, 2006), info at http://www.esda.org

�ESA 2007, June 12-15, 2007, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana, Contact: Prof. Rajeswari
Sundararajan,Tel: 765 494-6912, raji@purdue.edu

�29th Annual EOS/ESD Symposium, Sept. 16-21,
2007, in Anaheim, California, Contact: ESD Assoc.,
Tel: 315-339-6937, info@esda.org (abstracts due by
Jan. 12, 2007), info at http://www.esda.org

CALENDAR

Lightning bum burn
http://www.ananova.com/news/story/sm_2025327.html

A Croatian woman suffered burns to her bum after lightning
struck her in the mouth and passed through her body. Natasha
Timarovic, 27, was cleaning her teeth in her home in the city of
Zadar when lightning struck the building. She said: "I had just
put my mouth under the tap to rinse away the toothpaste
when the lightning must have struck the building. I don't
remember much after that, but I was later told that the light-
ning had travelled down the water pipe and struck me on the
mouth, passing through my body. It was incredibly painful, I felt
it pass through my torso and then I don't remember much at
all."

Doctors at the city hospital where she was treated for burns
to the mouth and rear said: "The accident is bizarre but not
impossible. She was wearing rubber bathroom shoes at the
time and so instead of earthing through her feet it appears the
electricity shot out of her backside.It appears to have earthed
through the damp shower curtain that she was touching as she
bent over to put her mouth under the tap. If she had not been
wearing the shoes she would probably have been killed by the
blast." Croatian daily 24 Sata said the young woman had been
released from hospital after being kept in overnight and was
expected to make a full recovery.
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